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Desktop computers are intended for home or office use. This Desktop computer can be used for
different purposes like document processing, playing games, browsing the Email and Internet. If you
are planning to get a desktop, then you can buy HCL desktop computers. This HCL Desktop
computer provides high capacity and reasonable speed. These computers are available at
reasonable price. It requires low power consumption and offers good warranty period. The
advantages of desktop computers rule over the achievements of Laptops. HCL Desktop computers
come with innovative and sophisticated technology. These computers are available in the market
with their exclusive and extensive range. HCL computers redefine the meaning and value of the
desktop. HCL Ezeebee MAX 4991 is the compact desktop computer that has been powered by LGA
775 socket processor and Linux operating system.

The memory used in this computer is DDR2 RAM. Its Intel 945G chipset based computer supports
the Intel Pentium 4 processor. The hard drive is Seagate Barracuda ST380817AS. HCL Ezeebee
MAX 4991 has got an onboard video. Its 17 inches CRT monitor is pretty clear and bright. The
SATA internal hard disk drive and 80GB internal memory is really good for its price. This Desktop
computer has got the user friendly features to give you great experience. It is good in terms of
performance, feature and value. Its keyboard consists of 104 keys with 14 buttons for internet.
Some of the internet buttons are replaced with multimedia PS. It also has 3 buttons for optical
mouse. The high definition audio supports sic channel output. It comes with 2.0 Altec Lansing
speakers. This HCL computer comes with one year national warranty especially for the cabinet.

This HCL desktop comes with Intel Celeron 430 1.80 GHz, 800 MHz FSB, 512 KB Cache and 512
MB DDR II Internal Memory. You can find the HCL desktop price list in online. If you are planning to
purchase a new desktop then you can go for this system. You can check some online store
websites to get a good deal. The price rate varies according to the model and specifications of the
system. HCL Ezeebee MAX 4991 desktop is now available at reasonable price. The approximate
price of this computer is fifty thousand rupees. If you want to know accurate information, you can log
onto naaptol.com. There, you can find the product features and specifications as well you can
compare this desktop with various other brand desktops.
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